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Cultural and Economic Services Committee

Date: 7th October 2019

Title: Community Events Costs Report

Purpose of the Report: To provide a financial update on community 
event costs

Contact Officer: Ben Bodsworth, Town & Community 
Promotions Manager 

Corporate 
Objective/s

LLTC Three Year Plan – 
Aim: 2 - To continue to support a vibrant town through partnership working 
and initiatives including management of the street market, support for local 
businesses, town and community promotions and town centre 
enhancements. 

Implications
Financial √ An increased cost of goods, services and entertainment has led to a 

reduction in the output at community events where the budget has 
remained constant. 

Human Resources
Operational/Service 
delivery

√ Safe and entertaining delivery is essential to maintain the established 
quality of the events. 

Procedural/Legal
Risk/Health &Safety

1. RECOMMENDATIONS

Should members be minded, the proposal is:

1.1 To recommend to Policy and Finance Committee an increase in the 
annual event budgets, to commence in financial year 2020/21, by a total 
of £6,175 to reflect the additional costs experienced within the sector.

2. Background 

2.1  Event budgets have remained static since 2016 with costs associated with each 
event increasing year on year – cost of transport, staffing, storage & 
maintenance etc. which are in turn passed onto the customer (Leighton-
Linslade Town Council). 

 2.2 A desire to reduce the environmental impact of each of the events Leighton-
Linslade Town Council hosts will also have an increased cost. Previously, all 
waste has been disposed of via landfill rather than through recycling where 
possible.

2.3 Recent years have seen the introduction of a professional photographer to the 
events programme. Used to capture the social interaction and entertainment at 
the events, the photographs also provide quality content for the Council’s web 
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Advertising 13.85% 7.69% 11.76% 9.45%
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and social media platforms and publications and help promote the event to 
prospective stall holders and visitors in future years. The quality of the 
photographs helps reflect the quality of the event.

2.4 An ongoing review of Health & Safety at the community events will come to an 
end in December and it is likely that a recommendation to continue with a 
dedicated safety advisor at some events will be a conclusion of the overall 
report. 

2.4 Since 2016, the rate of inflation has averaged 3.5% per year, meaning £10,000 
in 2016 is equivalent to £10,700 in 2018 (2019’s rate of inflation will be 
published in January 2020). 

2.5 Earmarked reserves have been committed for the 2019–2021 events 
programme to enhance the Music in the Park programme and the Canal 
Festival, as well as expand the events to offer a live screening of a national 
event. However, from 2022 onwards additional finance will be required should 
the desire to continue these enhancements continue.  

3. Event Budget Analysis 

3.1 The event budgets can broadly be broken down into three main areas;

Activities & Entertainment, Infrastructure and Marketing. 

Analysis (figures 1-4) shows that the percentage spend on infrastructure has 
shown an increasing trend since 2016 and the entertainment percentage spend 
has decreased. An exception can be seen within the Christmas Festival budget 
which can be attributed to the reduction in cost of an external production 
manager role for the weekend.  

3.2 Figure 1 – Big Lunch Spend 2016 – 2019
It is a concern that over time, the infrastructure costs for Big Lunch will continue 
to rise to ensure the safety of visitors and members of staff which will lead to a 
decrease in the budget available for entertainment expenditure.
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3.3. Figure 2 – Canal Festival Spend 2016 – 2019
Site factors within Tiddenfoot Waterside Park prevent additional stalls being 
added to the footprint to increase additional revenue generated at the event. 
Events across the UK are also seeking to be more environmentally friendly with 
the encouraged use of public transport, walking and cycling.  A major income 
stream for Canal Festival is the car park which over time, it is anticipated will 
see less use, therefore generating less revenue for the event. 

3.4. Figure 3 – Living History Spend 2016 – 2019
Living History has seen the greatest percentage increase in infrastructure costs 
since the event coincided with the charter market. Whilst the majority of the 
budget is spent on entertainment, the costs of infrastructure will continue to rise 
along with the cost of entertainment. This double increase in costs will lead to 
a reduction in the number of exhibits and demonstrations over time.

3.5 Figure 4 – Christmas Festival Spend 2016 – 2019
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Entertainment 37.13% 35.39% 43.75% 44.71%
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Advertising 7.54% 9.82% 10.26% 10.59%

Christmas Festival retains a high level of entertainment investment; however, a 
plateau has been reached in 2018 / 2019 with the reduction in infrastructure 
costs slowing significantly. It is expected over time, these will rise in line with 
other events.

3.6 It is anticipated that the cost of waste management for environmental reasons 
and as part of the wider waste management contract throughout the events 
programme could double over the next 12 months, increasing from an average 
of £325 per event to £600 per event. 

3.7 The cost increase is partly due to the cost of relevant road permits which will 
need to be obtained if the contractor is unable to deliver at specified times once 
road closures have been installed and collect prior to them being lifted. 
Additional costs will also be incurred to ensure the traceability of the waste 
products, rather than just utilising landfill as per the Council’s Environmental 
Ambitions. 

4. Event Budget Increases

4.1 An increase in pitch fees has been explored across all events with some 
reviews showing that a reduction in pitch fee created a higher level of interest 
from stall holders. Pitch fees continue to be reviewed on an event by event 
basis to maximise the revenue generated from this income stream. 

4.2 To enable multi-event savings, a quoting process to supply across multiple 
events is undertaken annually in January. This enables suppliers to offer multi-
events and multi-year discounts to the council. 

4.3 To ensure the continued high level of quality entertainment and infrastructure 
at community events within the town, it is suggested that each of the events 
receives an approximate 7% increase in budget; 

Event Current Revised Increased Percentage 
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Budget Budget Amount Increase

Big Lunch £10,000 £10,700 £700 7%
Canal Festival £18,000 £19,200 £1,200 6.6%
Band Concerts £6,600 £7,100 £500 7.5%
Living History £10,000 £10,700 £700 7%
Christmas Festival £13,000 £13,900 £900 6.9%

4.4 For those events which require ongoing external Health & Safety Services, it is 
suggested a further £725 per event is included within the event budgets 
annually. 

Event Proposed 
Revised  Budget

H&S  
Contribution

Total Proposed 
Revised Budget

Big Lunch £10,700 £725 £11,425
Canal Festival £19,200 £725 £19,925
Band Concerts £7,100 £7,100
Living History £10,700 £10,700
Christmas Festival £13,900 £725 £14,625

5 CONCLUSIONS

5.1 The continued development and resourcing of the events programme is 
necessary to ensure events are well funded, have a high level of entertainment 
value and continue to attract local residents to the free community events 
hosted by Leighton-Linslade Town Council.  

5.2 A total cost increase of £6,175 across the event budgets will help to ensure a 
continued high level of entertainment at the community events for the coming 
years. 

5.3 The above costs are in addition to the funds already committed from earmarked 
reserves for the 2019/20/21 events programme development. To continue the 
new format of the Canal Festival, Last Night of the Proms and Live TV 
Screenings from 2022 onwards, an additional investment of at least £5,535 
(plus rate of inflation) will be required annually in addition to the above, i.e. 
£11,710 +inflation.

END
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Briefing/ Concept Paper on 75th Anniversary VE Day Faye

Saturday May 9th, 2020

Background:

The Rotary Club of Leighton Linslade has traditionally organised a May Day Fayre on the first 
Bank Holiday in May, with the event becoming widely recognised as a major event in both 
the Town and Counties calendar attracting very significant crowds to the High St and 
Parsons Close Park. In 2020 Her Majesty’s Government has decided that the May Day Bank 
Holiday be moved to create a long weekend to accommodate the 75th Anniversary of VE 
Day.

In response to this move and in consultation with partners the Rotary Club of Leighton 
Linslade proposes to recognise this national milestone by responding to the national 
programme and delivering a VE Day Anniversary Fayre [ Party] in Parsons Close on Saturday 
9th May.

Aims & Objectives:

 To provide an event that evokes both nostalgia and enjoyment.
 Recognises the period and those in the community who can recount events first-

hand.
 Enables the whole community to enjoy an event which is still modern but with a 

significant nod to 1945 and the party they enjoyed on that memorable weekend.

Key Elements:

 Entertainment from the Bandstand, which will be headlined by the RAF Halton 
Military Wives Choir.( attendance confirmed see attached picture)

 Provision of a History Marquee outlining the role of Leighton Linslade in World War 2
 Provision of a Memories Marquee where it is hoped to provide a range of memories 

from the era including recipes, photographs, news reels and personal stories.
 Historical vehicles 
 Traditional Fair [ running over the Friday/Saturday south of the toilet block]
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 Food Village
 Charity Stalls

Special Elements:

 It is hoped to provide a mechanism via an old-style ration card that will allow all 
Leighton Linslade residents over 75 years of age to obtain a free cup of tea and a 
piece of cake.

 Historical Re- Enactment Groups In sympathy with the event.
 It is also hoped that the event can permanently recognise this historic anniversary in 

a simple and environmentally sympathetic manner.( Tree planting??)

Partnerships & Budget:

Traditionally the Rotary Club of Leighton Linslade has worked closely with several 
partners to deliver May Fayre and its budget has normally yielded a surplus [ depending 
on weather]  which is immediately  re invested in predominately local causes. 

Rotary recognises that this anniversary event is very different and in order that it is not  
as commercial and perhaps slightly gentler in its format it has been less aggressive in its 
budgeting ( with a potentially very small surplus) although this will have an impact on 
the club’s financial donations in the following months.

However, in order to provide an event that is worthwhile and enjoyable the Club will be 
seeking support from voluntary groups, commercial organisations and specifically the 
local authority which will enable the delivery of a number of the key and enhanced 
elements of the event.

Request to Town Council:

In order to deliver those items highlighted as the Special Element in this briefing paper 
we would request financial support of £5,000, which will allow an overall event which 
recognises the uniqueness of the occasion whilst at the same time provides an enjoyable 
community activity.

 Summary:

The Rotary Club of Leighton Linslade recognises that the proposed 75th Anniversary  VE 
Day Fayre is a special occasion and is neither a better or worse version of May Day it’s 
just very different. In order that this can be reflected on the day it is hoped we can 
invoke  a nostalgic feel but at the same time engage all elements of our community and 
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leave them feeling they enjoyed attending and that they remembered those momentous 
days in 1945.
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Cultural and Economic Services Committee

Date:  7 October 2019

Title:  Youth Promise Grant

Purpose of the Report: End of grant report

Contact Officer: Vivien Cannon, Head of Cultural and 
Economic Services 

Corporate Objective/s LLTC Three Year Plan – 
Aim: 2 - To continue to support a vibrant town through partnership 
working and initiatives including management of the street market, 
support for local businesses, town and community promotions and 
town centre enhancements. 

Implications:

Financial √ £150k allocation to scheme. Future projects allocation of 
monies. 

Human Resources
Operational/Service delivery
Procedural/Legal
Risk/Health and Safety

1. RECOMMENDATION/S

Should members be minded, the proposal is to;

1.1 To note the report.

2. BACKGROUND 

        2.1       At its meeting on 25/09/17, Council Resolved to (Ref 191): 

 Endorse the Town Council’s commitment to capacity building within the 
voluntary and community sector by way of the inclusion of such an objective 
with the Town Council’s 3 Year Plan (2015-18).

 Identify up to a maximum of £150,000 from the Town Council’s Capital Projects 
Budget to support capacity building within the parishes’ voluntary and 
community sector over the period (2017-19).

 Encourage by way of a grant application process voluntary organisations to 
apply for grant funding.

 Endorse that the decision-making powers together with the proposed budget 
of £150,000 be delegated to the Cultural and Economic Services Committee 
who through this committee will oversee the management of the scheme.
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2.2 At its meeting on 18/01/10, Committee resolved to (Ref. 075/CE):

 Endorse the guidelines and protocols for granting monies to voluntary & 
community organisations working with young people aged between 11-19 
years via the Youth Promise Grant Scheme.

 Endorse the addition of 4 timetabled Cultural & Economic Services Committee 
meetings to facilitate grant awarding decision-making as required.

2.3 In the Council’s strategic 5-year plan 2019 – 2024, Committee has a target     
action (no. 26 to ‘consider ways to support the increase in leisure and personal  
development for youth’. 

3. INFORMATION

3.1 The intent of the Council’s investment was to assist established community 
groups and local delivery charities, to expand the ‘offer’ of positive activities and 
broaden the activity base permanently. To this end, three output/target themes 
were given for applicants to respond to: 

1. Develop the ‘quality’ of activities and/or delivery. 
2. Build delivery ‘capacity’ – skills, qualifications, knowledge and volunteers.
3. Increase membership – reach/serve more children and young people. 

3.2 12 grants were awarded during the application period, January to December 
2018.

3.3 The lowest grant awarded was for £2,270 with the highest being £30,000, which 
was the top amount groups could apply for. 

3.4 The total cash match funding from the scheme recipients towards securing their 
grants was £17,346.17. Match funding was considered to provide added value 
to the scheme as it required commitment from the group. In one instance, more 
than 10% cash in-kind was contributed by the applicant in order that they could 
secure the full £30k grant funds. 

3.5 The table below gives a flavour of the diversity and breadth of activities and 
needs that the fund helped to address and the associated targets / outputs. 

Theme Detail 
Sport infrastructure 
(capital projects)

Tennis - mini tennis court & practice fence.
Athletics – long & high jump facilities

Sport / Group  
infrastructure (kit)

Competition canoes, 
Sports kit,
Trees – camp site development / environmental knowledge 
enhancement,
Uniforms,
Specialist activity equipment, e.g. Fire Services

Sport / Club 
qualifications

Coaching qualifications (all levels) – rugby, hockey, netball, 
Refereeing – hockey, netball, rugby, 
Rifle instructor,
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First Aid and Incident management,
Foundation Rescue and Safety training,

Supporting  
qualifications

First Aid, 

Specialist 
qualifications

ABC Level 1 Cert. Intro to Youth Work 
Mental health awareness - suicide prevention

Recruitment of staff Dedicated sport coach
Club sessional worker

Volunteering hours V10 Awards (through the VInspiered scheme),
V30 Award (through the VInspiered scheme),
Ambassadors and Coaching hours,

Membership Increases in group membership
Sustaining membership 

3.6 The table below provides examples of delays in project delivery and budgetary 
allocations: 

LB Hockey Club Underspend Allocation of underspend on additional 
delivery of schools-based work 
throughout September/October 2019.

LB Rugby Club Delay in full 
spend 

Coaching courses postponed and 
rescheduled by provider – awaiting new 
course dates.

Sea Cadets Delay in full 
spend

Course provider for water safety 
proving difficult to find and limited 
volunteer availability for First Aid 
course. 

Fire cadets Delay in spend BA systems were in test phase before 
final equipment could be given.

CHUMS Completion delay Staff capacity - completion anticipated 
in October 2019

4. LEARNING POINTS AND CONSIDERATIONS 

4.1     Some feedback received was that the criteria set did not assist all groups in 
applying for funds, e.g. a group must have been in existence for at least two 
years. Groups were referred to the Council’s general grant scheme as well as 
the sports council grant scheme, however, the disappointment was that they 
would not be able to access the unusually large grant opportunity that the Youth 
Promise Fund was offering.  The sum made available to local groups in this 
current economic climate was recognised as an exception to the rule in 
comparison to local council grants.

4.2 Many groups required help to understand how to identify targets and outputs  
that responded to the criteria of the grant. Some stated that outputs and 
outcomes were hard to achieve and be evidenced within the delivery period of 
the  scheme, e.g. an increase in membership as a result of improving provision 
of equipment and facilities.

4.3 The application form and guidelines were clearly set out however the scheme 
lacked a template for end of project reports. This meant information came back 
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in different guises and not necessarily in easy to follow format. Given the 
guidance needed by groups at the application stage, a template would be 
needed should the scheme be delivered again. 

4.4  Slippage in project delivery timescales was caused by a number of issues, e.g.
loss of key volunteer/staff, training providers changing the delivery programme
for training courses and in one instance, a national body changing a delivery 
standard for kit, as well as suppliers not having items in stock. 

4.5     The scheme was delivered in a tight timescale.  Should the fund be delivered 
for a second time; consideration will need to be given to the project delivery 
timescale to better allow necessary promotion time as well as facilitate 
voluntary organisations more time to develop their application that they can 
confidently deliver within the period agreed. 

4.6 Underspend and overspend on projects has occurred. The application required 
best estimated spend. In one instance, the cost of equipment came in at a lower 
cost creating surplice which was ploughed back into the project o the benefit of 
beneficiaries. An overspend was met by one group by utilising another grant 
income. 

4.7 Generally, grant schemes require the background resources to deliver the 
scheme. A percentage of the total allocated budget is often set aside to cover 
administration costs including spend on promotional activity. The wider Cultural 
and Economic Services annual budget was utilised to support promotional 
activity for the scheme. Likewise, the staff resource needed to deliver the 
scheme requires dedicated staff time to assist groups when applying, undertake 
mid delivery monitoring and end of scheme evidence gathering appropriate to 
a grant of this size, i.e. £30k projects.

4.8 The grant created value added in both income generation of groups, e.g. one 
group levered in an additional £18k as a result of expanding their contact 
network and learning of other grant opportunity. Other groups benefited from 
recruiting addition staff thus creating time to explore new avenues to expand 
delivery work, e.g. on group was able to start sending young people to 
competition tournaments resulting in their recruitment into regional sports 
teams. 

5. CONCLUSIONS

5.1 This ambitious grant scheme achieved the aims set by Council to recognise the 
existing good work undertaken by community and voluntary organisations by 
supporting their capacity building through provision of grant funds. 

5.2 Recipients have stated the benefits of the grant thought out the delivery of the 
scheme. Groups have reported on the positive impact of grant spend for their 
beneficiaries, Appendix A. 

END
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SOME EXAMPLES OF THE WORK SUPPORTED

Autism Bedfordshire  - £3,060 awarded
“Whilst we recruited a new Support Worker for the group, our Senior Team Leader left, 
resulting in a slight decrease in our staffing costs at the group.  Our Development Officer 
covered the Senior Team Leader’s responsibilities until we recruited a replacement.  Our 
Children’s Services Manager was involved in developing a new service and so spent less time 
overseeing the group, resulting in reduced staffing costs in the office. 
 
On top of the direct costs in this budget, we also had overhead costs amounting to £6,400.  
These costs were covered by a further proportion of the Central Bedfordshire Council SLA and 
other independent grants.”

Leighton Buzzard Hockey Club - £12,009 awarded.

Recipients of the Young Umpire 
course funded by the grant. “…one 
of the young umpires trained was 
selected as 1 of 10 umpires to 
umpire the London Youth Games 
Finals at Crystal Palace. This is a huge 
achievement and such a massive 
outcomes of the support that has 
been provided by this grant.”

“…we have been able to expand our offer and as the teachers have also received personal 
development – the grant has a legacy within the local schools.

The quality of our club offer has certainly been changed as we have a new recruit – the coach 
we have used and recruited as a result of this grant – is now leading a summer league side for 
the club, working on our disability programme and has just committed to coaching our juniors 
in a voluntary capacity next season, which is fantastic news.
We still have a coaching course to deliver in September – as England Hockey couldn’t do it 
any sooner so we should have at least 10 more local individuals trained up to lead hockey. 
Our Ambassadors also intend to attend this course.”
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Leighton Buzzard Canoe Club - £9,216.80 awarded
The grant was £9,216.80, 
Club’s 10% contribution was £921
Actual club spend was £2,813.20

 = some £1,892.20 more than required. 

TS Ocean Sea Cadets - £ 10,273.34
“One of our Youth Promise Grant 
projects is hopefully about to come to 
fruition. This one has taken slightly 
longer than planned due to both 
unavailability of training and, bizarrely, 
a national crisis regarding quality 
control of [rifle shooting] targets.”

Leighton Buzzard Youth Netball Club - £9,146.66
“From September 2018 our club members have grown from 53 to 89 – and we’re still receiving 
emails of interest! The majority of this growth has come from our new website with its 
associated Twitter and Instagram pages.  This now means that the club is running at optimum 
capacity and this year we’ll actually cover our outgoings therefore we have sustainability! 

Another indirect benefit of this funding has been that some of the funds we’d ordinarily spend 
on promoting the club or paying for equipment has been used in sending the players to 
tournaments that we couldn’t normally afford to attend.  This in turn has led to a few of our 
girls being talent spotted and we now have 8 players also playing for a regional club at both 
U14 and u16.”

St Leighton Buzzard Scout Group - £5,514.332 awarded
Trees planted to enhance camp site improving 
camping experience and increase hire of site to 
other uniformed groups. Increased outdoor 
challenge badge and environmental learning and 
awareness.  

Fire Cadets - £ 14,809.30 awarde
The Fire cadets were very proactive in sending out 
press releases about receive the grant celebrating 
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how important it was for them.  “Two of our cadets were invited to be on the ‘Happy Monday’ 
radio programme with Nana Akuas, at 3Counties radio studio in Dunstable.”  The cadets 
discussed how the grant will affect the whole cadet unit. 

For the first time the cadets could have equipment appropriate for their size, i.e. it was not 
practical to train with adult sized BA systems. The cadets have been able to test new smaller 
sized BA systems prior to buying them.  

Leighton Buzzard Athletics Club – £30,000

“I have to say that what we have achieved with the funds from the Youth Promise Grant has really 
changed what we can offer and it was great to see so many juniors using the new high jump area.”

Linslade Tennis Club - £24,872

“We had some of our Tennis leaders / 
potential level 1 coaches helping out.” 
[with the opening of the new court 
facility]
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